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Abstract

Because of the Japanese (1592–1598), and Manchu (1627, 1636–1637), invasions, the seventeenth century was a turning point in the Neo-Confucian transformation of Chosŏn dynasty. Changes and continuities in Korean society and families can be seen in household registers published in the seventeenth century. Occupational records and family structures from the top to the bottom of society show that social hierarchies and governmental systems were well preserved even after the invasions. This study also highlights the value of household registers as a primary historical source for the study of Korean social and family history.
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Introduction

This study focuses on individuals and families in seventeenth-century Korea in order to understand the dynamics of Korean family and society during a period of change. The seventeenth century is usually taken as the dividing line
between early and late Chosŏn. Because the majority of early Chosŏn rulers and political elites were rooted in the former Koryŏ dynasty (918–1392), the main characteristics of Chosŏn society were still quite similar to those of the Koryŏ dynasty until sometime in the sixteenth century. However, the Japanese and Manchu invasions (1592–98, 1627, and 1636–37), triggered social changes, which accelerated the Neo-Confucian transformation of Chosŏn society. Although we cannot elaborate what constituted a “Confucian transformation” beyond greater emphasis on continuity of elites, and social hierarchy, we can note that these trends not only survived the Japanese and Manchu invasions, they were strengthened. Household registers offer a concrete, positivist approach to research on social change, and the main purpose of this study is to highlight the use and value of household registers.

One of the best ways to understand society and families in pre-modern Korea is to use household registers. The government ordered local authorities to compile household registers every three years, which recorded households according to residence. The registers contained information about each household member: their relationship with the head of household, their occupational record (職役), and their age. “Occupational record” in the registers was not only related to real occupations but was also a reference to the kinds of duties owed to the government by the king’s subjects. As we see below, occupation also included place of origin, either Japan or Manchuria. Therefore, household registers provide copious material for understanding the characteristics and structure of the family and the homogeneity of the local community.

The following aims to demonstrate the usefulness of the household registers of Chosŏn as credible historical data for case studies of families. Quantitative research using data from household registers began after the digitization of the Tansŏng registers twenty years ago. The digitization of the household registers of Taegu, one of the few cities in Chosŏn at that time, was completed in 2019. The digitization of the Ulsan register will be completed soon. Here, we explore the possible applications of these digitized registers by presenting various examples of seventeenth-century registers during a turning point in Chosŏn history and the Confucian transformation of Korea.

Pre-modern Korean household registers are particularly useful, because they include information on a wide variety of people from the top and bottom of the societal hierarchy. In this study, we introduce royal family members, government officials, and their family members in seventeenth-century household registers. The inclusion of elites is a unique feature of the Korean household registers, which contrast with neighboring Japanese population registers. Hamano Kiyoshi, a Japanese historical demographer, notes that historically notable figures are
rarely seen in the pre-modern Japanese population registers, the shūmon aratame chō (宗門改帳). This paper will also describe the presence of local administrative professionals, commoners with unique occupations, and nobi in seventeenth-century Korean household registers after the Japanese invasions.

The Chosŏn household registers contain information on the current age, birth year, family relationship, and occupation of hundreds of thousands of individuals. They have been useful for quantitative researchers working on population history and historical demography. In particular, researchers have attempted to ascertain the marriage age and child birth rate from these registers by region and by class. These studies belong to the field of family history and are aimed at comparing the form and specificity of individuals and families in the late Chosŏn period with other parts of the world. In this study, we expand the use of the household register into qualitative research by introducing certain key types of individuals and those who had unique occupations.

The first section will introduce the household registers and provide historical background information about seventeenth-century Korean society. The second section focuses on royal family members, bureaucrats, and their families through the household register of the capital city, Seoul. The third section analyzes the administrative and military cities of Taegu and Ulsan in order to describe local headmen, low-ranking military officials, and immigrants from outside of the Korean peninsula. In the fourth section, we investigate the rural areas of Tansŏng, San’ŭm, Ich’ŏn, and Haenam to illuminate the family lives of local elites, commoners with unique occupations, and nobi. The main findings of this study look to the household registers after the Imjin War to present examples of continuities and changes in social hierarchies, revenue systems, and ethnic integrity.

Seventeenth-Century Korea and the Household Registers

Historians agree that the massive impact of the Japanese invasions caused significant changes in Korean society. Toyotomi Hideyoshi, the Japanese hegemon, who had unified Japan after a period of instability, invaded the Korean Peninsula in the fourth lunar month of 1592 intending to conquer China. However, due to the successful resistance of Chosŏn troops and the participation of the Ming Chinese army, his attempt failed. The war ended in the eleventh lunar month of 1598, following Hideyoshi’s death in the eighth lunar month. A little-appreciated aspect of the invasion is the fact that the social and political structures survived an assault that could have resulted in widespread revolt and a radical change in the ruling elite.
The Chosŏn government succeeded in recovering from the demographic and economic devastation of the seven-year war, and the social tenets of Confucianism became a useful ideological tool. King Sŏnjo and his government actively employed Confucian rhetoric to avoid responsibility for their diplomatic and military failures before and during the war. Rather than acknowledge the role played by the Korean population in defeating the Japanese, the court emphasized Ming China’s role in sending troops to rescue the nation. As an extension of creating a Confucian rhetorical project, the court tried to reinvent a state that expressed gratitude to the Ming emperor Wanli, who was considered to be at the top of the Sino-centric world. By expressing absolute obedience to the Ming, the Chosŏn government described their project as a “remaking (再造)” of the state.  

The subsequent invasions by the Manchus in 1627 and 1636–1637 accelerated further social change. Over the first three decades of the seventeenth century, the Ming dynasty was significantly weakened. The people of the Manchu state were able to strengthen their military power and after two successful invasions of Korea eventually occupied the Ming capital of Beijing in 1644. Succumbing to the Manchu invasions, the Chosŏn dynasty found themselves serving the Manchu people as their new suzerain state. From the Koryŏ-period confrontations with the Khitan-Liao, the Jurchen-Jin, and the Mongols, the northern tribesmen, and especially the Manchus, had been perceived to be barbarians and even more so later, when compared to the Confucian societies of the Chosŏn and Ming dynasties. Chosŏn Confucian elites, who could not admit the sovereignty of the Manchus, considered themselves as a “little China,” or as the inheritor of the Confucian tradition. This de-centering of China and redefinition of Korea’s role accelerated the Confucian transformation of Chosŏn society, even at the family level.  

Below the macro politics of state survival, the survival of the antebellum social order and its bolstering through Confucian rhetoric and ritual was quite striking. By volunteering as patriotic militia leaders in the war, Confucian elites were able to present an air of moral superiority and consolidate their authority and legitimacy in local society. After the war, elites resurrected their exalted status by emphasizing local elite association rosters (hyangan, 鄉案), at the county level in addition to community compacts (hyangyak, 鄉約 or tongyak, 洞約). The propagation of community or village compacts started in the sixteenth century, but the increased emphasis in local areas on community compacts and local elite association rosters became prominent after the Imjin War. The result was that the social reputation and role of the elite were strengthened after the war. Through this process, Confucian ritual and rhetoric further penetrated the lives of the elites and defined their identity even more.
By examining household registers of various regions of Korea in the seventeenth century, we can understand how the Chosŏn Dynasty recovered from the wars against Japan and the Manchus in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The degree of devastation should be borne in mind. Before the wars, the Chosŏn dynasty contained 1.708 million kyŏl of farmland, but this figure dropped to less than 0.542 million kyŏl after the war.\(^\text{15}\) In Kyŏngsang Province, a major battleground of the Imjin war, 89 percent of total arable land was damaged, declining from 400,000 kyŏl before the war to 43,400 kyŏl in 1603.\(^\text{16}\) The impact of the invasions may also be understood by considering the number of Koreans taken captive during the wars. In 1591, the population of the Korean Peninsula was about 10 to 14 million.\(^\text{17}\) Historians argue about the number of captives, believed to be between 20,000\(^\text{18}\) and 400,000\(^\text{19}\) during the Japanese invasions and as many as 500,000 during the Manchu invasions.\(^\text{20}\) The number of captives alone, excluding deaths, could have amounted to about 4 to 6 percent of the total population. This drastic demographic decrease brought significant change to the political, social, and cultural systems of the Chosŏn dynasty that lasted centuries. Despite the political, economic, and social instability caused by the war, the Chosŏn government tried to reconstruct a collapsed state system in order to solidify the post-war dynasty.

In such a historical context, this study will consider people of varied social statuses who had unique occupations. We, therefore, paid attention to the Chosŏn household registers published in the seventeenth century. The Chosŏn government stipulated that local governments should compile household registers every three years. However, after several invasions and wars, only a few household registers published in the seventeenth century remain. This study uses ten household registers compiled by seven counties between 1606 to 1687, which constitute some of the earliest extant Korean household registers. Each household register provides useful personal information for family and historical demographic studies. The registers organized residents by administrative household units and recorded their name, age, relation to the household head, occupational record, and place of origin of the family. The registers also traced lineages by recording the names of each individual's mother, “four fathers” (father, grandfather, great grandfather, and maternal grandfather), and adoptive father (when appropriate). For nobi, the residence, occupation, and name of their master were recorded.

The Chosŏn government divided the Korean Peninsula into eight do (道, provinces), and placed pu (府, prefectures, usually with a defense command), kun (郡, district), and hyŏn (縣, small county) under it. Within large and small counties were myŏn (面, townships), which were divided into several ri (里), and kye (契), administrative villages, which actually included several natural villages. The
household registers were published at the township level and reported to the local and central governments. Table 1 shows the household registers that are used in this study; Figure 1 shows a timeline of political events and the chronological and geographical positions of the seventeenth-century household registers, and Figure 2 shows the geographic location of the registers. We used all the digitized household registers and most of the extant, undigitized registers published in the seventeenth century.21

Table 1 Household registers for analysis in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Household registers</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Computerized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>San'ŭm</td>
<td>1606, 1630</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tansŏng</td>
<td>1606, 1678 and more</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>completed (open for public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ulsan</td>
<td>1609, 1672 and more</td>
<td>military city</td>
<td>Partial (open for public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Haenam</td>
<td>1639</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Seoul (Hansŏng)</td>
<td>1663</td>
<td>capital city</td>
<td>completed (personal use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Taegu</td>
<td>1681, 1684 and more</td>
<td>provincial capital</td>
<td>completed (open for public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ich'ŏn</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Timeline of political events and household registers of seventeenth-century Korea

Note: The dark diamonds in Figure 1 represent the registers used in this article.
Figure 2  Map of the household registers used in this study
The Capital, Seoul

Seoul has been the capital of all governments on the Korean Peninsula from 1394 until the present day. Thus, Seoul has been regarded as the administrative, economic, and cultural center of the Korean Peninsula for more than 600 years. However, the only remaining household register of Seoul before the twentieth century is from 1663. As a result, researchers have spotlighted this household register as a primary source of historical information. However, the digitization of the register was only recently completed.

The 1663 Seoul household register did not cover the entire city, but instead recorded only the northern district (北部), of the city, especially outside of the city wall. This area is now located in Mapo-gu and Sŏdaemun-gu, at the center of the modern Seoul metropolitan area. This family register for the northern district totaled only 4,759 individuals in 683 households (averaging 7 people per household). Among the surviving population records of Seoul, the closest in date to this household register from 1663 is a general survey conducted in 1672. The Capital District Office (Hansŏngbu, 漢城府), reported to the king in 1672 that the total number of households in the capital was 24,800, so the 1663 household register represents only 2.75 percent of the total number of households. However, household registers tended to record only about 60 percent of the total population, and estimates for the actual population of Seoul at that time puts the total closer to 300,000.

The following examines royals, bureaucrats, and eunuchs who appear in the 1663 Seoul household register.

Royal Family Members

We found 18 royal family members in the 1663 household register. The Chosŏn government recognized royal family members as descendants of a king up until the fourth or fifth generation and awarded them various favors. The register classified them differently by marking them as “royal family” and by not recording their family name, Yi.

The royal family members sampled for this article were not close enough to share personal relationships with the king. Although some kings sometimes took an interest in them, most would only encounter the king at royal ceremonies. It should also be noted that royal family members were sometimes executed or exiled for their involvement in rebellion or oppositional political events. We will introduce some specific examples of royal family members who met this fate.

Among the 11 households recorded in Yangch’ŏlli-kye, five households were royal descendants of the 11th king, Chungjong (1506–1544), and his second son, Prince Haean (1511–1573). Yi Wŏnch’ung, the household head of the first household
of Yangch’ŏlli-kye, was the grandson of Prince Haean and great-grandson of King Chungjong. He and his wife, “Lady” Kim, lived together with eight nobi. His sons and nephews lived in separate households in the neighborhood.

The kings of the Chosŏn dynasty, wanting to maintain their political power, banned other royal family members from taking part in politics unless they were at least four generations removed from the king. Instead, they received salaries from the government and sometimes enjoyed special treatment. Yi Wŏnch’ung, who was 67 years old at the time of the 1663 register, was honored with a new noble title in 1676 by King Sukchong in celebration of his 80th birthday. The king also granted a special award on Yi Wŏnch’ung’s 90th birthday, and when he died in 1693, the whole government honored his death by taking a day off.

Living as a royal family member was not an easy task, as many obligations followed such status. For example, the family of Yi Wŏnch’ung had a bad reputation in the eyes of the public, because they had failed to maintain their dignity and decorum as a royal family. Wŏnch’ung’s son, Sunsŏng, was accused of inappropriate behavior by the Ministry of Punishment in 1679. The government had organized a praying ritual for rain in response to severe droughts, and Sunsŏng attended this ritual as one of the representatives of the royal family. However, he was imprisoned, because he broke the sacrificial purification rules of the sacred ritual and worse, he was caught smoking at the place where the ritual was held.

Some royal family members suffered from financial difficulties due to their lack of a government salary. This was true of Yi Yanghŏn, a great-grandson of Prince Haean. In 1671, the Office of the Royal Clan, a department that manages
the royal family, reported to the king that Yanghŏn was begging for money, and reported again in 1677 that his clothes were especially tattered. As a result, the king granted Yanghŏn money to buy food and clothing on two occasions. The household register of 1663 recorded that Yanghŏn was living in Chūnsallsal-kye with his wife and 20 nobi, so it is unclear exactly how his financial situation had become so dire in eight years. The 20 nobi, perhaps, were not enough private property to live in the capital city among other dignified royal clansmen. The economic situation of these royal family members can sometimes be gauged by the number of nobi reported to be in their household on the register.

Royal family members were often at risk of danger during political uprisings and rebellions. “Lady” Yi, the wife of Yi Hwan in Marhŭlsan-kye, was not marked as a royal clansman on the household register, even though she was the great-granddaughter of the 14th king Sŏnjo and granddaughter of Prince Insŏng. She was the closest identifiable family member of King Hyŏnjong (1659–1674), in this particular household register. However, the family of Prince Insŏng and his son, Yi Kil, had suffered adversities because Prince Insŏng became involved in treason. Prince Insŏng had a close relationship with his half-brother, the 15th king, Kwanghae. The coup that took place on 11th of the fourth lunar month of 1623, in the name of the next king, Injo, subsequently changed the lives of both him and his family. The rebellion dethroned King Kwanghae, who was close to Prince Insŏng, and his nephew, Prince Nŭngyang, became the new king, King Injo. In the eleventh lunar month of 1624, two years after the new king ascended to the throne, a rebellious plot by those supporting the ousted king was discovered. As they planned to install Prince Insŏng as a provisional king until they brought King Kwanghae back from Cheju Island where he was living in exile, the government regarded Prince Insŏng as part of the rebel force. Prince Insŏng was eventually exiled in the second lunar month of 1625, and in the fifth lunar month of 1628, the new king ordered him to commit suicide.

Following Prince Insŏng's death, the new king exiled all of the prince's family to Cheju Island. Fortunately, in the third lunar month of 1629, the king ordered the release of women and children among those who were exiled. It seems that the “Lady” Yi was born on Cheju Island in 1630. Moreover, five years after Prince Insŏng's death, in 1633, Yi Kil, the son of Insŏng, was finally released and returned to Seoul.

In the fourth lunar month of 1644, ten years after her father, Yi Kil, had already returned to Seoul, King Injo released the “Lady” Yi from her oppressed status. Born to Yi Kil and a nobi, who belonged to the local government of Cheju Island, “Lady” Yi was also accordingly owned by the local government until 1644, following her mother’s nobi status. By the king's order, she could leave Cheju Island once she
turned fifteen to reunite with her father, who left when she was three. However, her mother had to remain on Cheju Island according to the laws regarding nobi. Considering the average marriage age at the time, we believe that she married a person called Yi Hwan within three to four years of her return to Seoul.\textsuperscript{35} Despite her status as the great-granddaughter of the 14th king, Sŏnjo, and second cousin of the 17th king, Hyojong, due to her grandfather's charge of treason and her mother's low status, her family was forced to choose her spouse from an undignified family.

It is likely that the reason why the distant relatives of the king are still recorded in the Seoul register of 1663 as residing in the capital, despite their poor financial circumstances, is that the government was sponsoring them. The reputation of the kings and royal family members had been damaged by the Imjin War and the Manchu invasions. As a result, it is likely that the government sought to maintain the status of these royal clansmen, and thus to maintain the authority of the royal family. In the Confucian preference given to family, solidarity and intimacy among kin members is a crucial concept, so the status of royal family members was directly related to the authority of the king. Korean kings used to compile royal genealogies when they felt they needed to strengthen their political power; for instance, the government published a royal genealogy in 1681.\textsuperscript{36} The information recorded about royal family members in the registers suggests that the government was attempting to maintain royal authority by appearing loyal to royal kin, despite their poor circumstances and fallen status.

**Bureaucrats and Eunuchs**

The household registers of 1663 included some bureaucrats and the descendants of famous politicians who resided in the northern district of Seoul. This area was home to former bureaucrats and their families rather than incumbent officials, since these residences were half-a-day's trip away from the palace and the main governmental offices. In Hapchangni-kye, another “Lady” Yi, the wife of An Tukŭk and great-granddaughter of Yi Sanhae was recorded in the 1663 register. Yi Sanhae was a Chief State Councilor, the highest post (senior first rank), in Chosŏn officialdom and led the Greater Northerner (大北) faction in the late sixteenth century. The wife of Sŏ Tongik, yet another “Lady” Yi, lived in Chungsalli-kye and was the granddaughter of Yi Tŏkhyŏng, who was also a Chief State Councilor in the early seventeenth century. Yi Tŏkhyŏng was delegated to the Ming Dynasty when the Japanese invasion of Korea broke out and arranged the dispatch of Ming troops into the Korean Peninsula in 1592. Furthermore, Yi Tŏkhyŏng was a son-in-law of Yi Sanhae, making these two “Lady” Yi’s second cousins.
In the 1663 household register, we occasionally see collective residential arrangements. Collective residences of a family are identified only for royal family members and bureaucratic families. For example, a household head in Segyori-kye, Yi Cha, is listed in the occupational records as a former magistrate of Kŭmsŏng (the junior fifth rank). In his household, there were 57 nobi along with his wife, “Lady” Im, his son, and his daughter-in-law. Another household head, Yi Ŭnch’ŏl, was also a former magistrate of Ŭmjuk (the junior sixth rank). Four additional households in Segyori-kye were comprised of relatives. The household heads Yi Wŏnch’ŏl, and Yi Ŭnch’ŏl were the sons of Yi Cha. An additional, household head, Yi Wi, was the son of Wŏnch’ŏl and grandson of Yi Cha. Each of their households were comprised of their respective wives and sons. This case is the only example in the Seoul register of 1663 of several households of a family living collectively. In rural areas, collective living in consanguineous villages with dozens of households having the same family name appear from the seventeenth century and became common by the late eighteenth century. However, due to high living costs in Seoul, only the wealthy and those who held government offices lived in the capital city and could live together.

Yi Cha’s family, amongst whom there were no government officials at the time, sought good fortune by waiting near Seoul for the chance to obtain a governmental post. In order to cover their living expenses, they relied on the labor force of many nobi. This family, a total of four households, possessed 157 nobi; however, among them, only 69 nobi actually cohabited with Yi Cha’s family. The other 73 nobi, those who resided in other locales, completed their duties by offering some tribute to their master and his family. It seems that these nobi who lived elsewhere supplied a large portion of the family’s living expenses. In addition, the household register recorded that 15 nobi had already fled the family’s service.

In order to maintain luxurious lives in the capital, elite families owned a large number of nobi. The household possessing the largest number of nobi in the northern Seoul register was that of Sin Tuching and his wife “Lady” Yi in Mangwŏnjŏng-kye. In total, they possessed 201 nobi, but the household register recorded that only 15 nobi were actually living with their master, and that the other 166 resided in other cities and areas outside of Seoul. The register also records that 20 of Sin Tuching’s nobi had fled his service.

One additional demographic that can only be found in Seoul were the eunuchs. The Chosŏn government itself was permitted by law to keep 140 eunuchs to manage the royal palace and carry out duties on behalf of the royal family, but in practice, there were always more than 300 eunuchs. Chosŏn eunuchs were unable to participate in politics, unlike Ming Chinese eunuchs. In return for this disenfranchisement, Chosŏn eunuchs enjoyed the privilege to have a wife and a family
outside of the palace, unlike their Chinese counterparts. In the Seoul household register, we can find eight eunuchs recorded as household heads, four of whom had a wife. Although, of course, none of these eunuchs lived with any natural descendants. A certain woman “Lady” Kim reported herself to be the wife of a deceased eunuch named Yun Isin. Her father, grandfather, and great-grandfather were all government officials, so it is apparent that she belonged to the elite class, but it is not clear why she or her family approved of her marriage to a eunuch. Interestingly, all eight eunuchs and their wives had elite family backgrounds.

The register also reveals a eunuch family with the highest official rank among those included in the register. This family was headed by one Chu Pin, who lived with his wife, “Lady” Yun, in Kajwadong-kye. He was in charge of managing the lights of the palace (the junior sixth rank). Although he did not make his mark in the political world, he lived the life of a dignified bureaucrat, commuting to the palace daily and possessing ten cohabiting nobi. The Seoul register of 1663 shows that, unlike the better-known example of Chinese eunuchs, Korean eunuchs were allowed to reside outside the palace, and to marry.38

Administrative and Military Cities: Taegu and Ulsan

Kyŏngsang province is located in the southeastern part of the Korean Peninsula, one of the eight provinces of the country, and suffered the most damage during the Imjin War due to its geopolitical position on the coast facing Japan. The opening and closing stages of the war took place in this province, specifically in the cities of Taegu and Ulsan. As a result, human and material damage caused by the war with Japan continued to be felt into the early seventeenth century. During the nationwide postwar rehabilitation, Taegu was chosen as the provincial capital and emerged as the center of administration and finance among the 72 counties that made up Kyŏngsang province.39

Among the eight provinces of the Chosŏn Dynasty, one or two army headquarters (“left” and “right” for east and west), were established in each province except Hwanghae and Kangwŏn, which were in the central part of the Korean Peninsula. In the case of Kyŏngsang, two army headquarters were established to control the east and the west, respectively. In Ulsan, the Headquarters of the Left (east) Kyŏngsang Provincial Army Commander (Kyŏngsang chwado p’yŏngma chŏldosa-yŏng, 慶尚左道兵馬節度使營), was established to defend the eastern part of Kyŏngsang Province. The characteristics of Ulsan as a military hub can be seen during the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592. During the war, the Japanese built fortresses from Sunch’ŏn in Chŏlla to Ulsan in Kyŏngsang along the southern coast of the Korean Peninsula. Ulsan was one of the major areas
where such defense facilities were located and was also the last stronghold of Kato Kiyomasa.\textsuperscript{40}

Despite being the provincial capital, Taegu was not the political and cultural center of the province. The main geopolitical advantage of Taegu was that travelers had to pass through it when headed from the southeast coast to the capital city of Seoul. As we will see, this background is reflected in the information available about individuals and families recorded in the household register for this province. Likewise, Ulsan was considered one of the hardest-hit areas during the war against Japan. As the Japanese troops invaded and attempted to conscript local people into labor, many men and women were abducted to Japan. Due to its proximity to the coast, Ulsan had also been a target for Japanese pirates in the previous centuries. For that reason, the Chosŏn Dynasty, as well as all other former dynasties, had located military facilities in Ulsan to protect the country from Japanese threats. As described below, the household registers of Ulsan show what policies had been implemented to rebuild the country and its community during the postwar period. A lot of human and material resources would have been needed for post-war recovery, and in the household registers we can find evidence of government policies such as the granting of certain occupations and forced migration.

\textit{Taegu: Local Civil and Military Officials and Hangwae}

Sŏsang-myŏn, an administrative hub of Taegu in the seventeenth century, has a household register dating back to 1681 and 1684. The household register of Taegu is the most extensive, and most detailed collection among the existing pre-modern Korean household registers. Each one of the 187 books published between 1681 and 1876 includes the corresponding year’s statistics (\textit{toisang}, 都已上), and a record of the Buddhist monks’ population (\textit{sŭngho}, 僧戶), for the major temples in the area. The Taegu household register of 1681, the earliest available, covers 4,005 households and 22,090 people. Taegu county (\textit{pu}, 府), had about 30 subordinate administrative districts called \textit{myŏn} (面), or townships under its jurisdiction and one was Sŏsang-myŏn. The household registers in Taegu are considered a good source for historical research, because records for other townships in Taegu are also extant and offer comparison.

Sŏsang-myŏn was in the center of Taegu and was also an area where the \textit{kamyŏng} (監營), the administrative headquarters for all of Kyŏngsang province, was established. As a result, lower-level local government officials, both civil and military,\textsuperscript{41} and their families comprised a larger portion of the population in Sŏsang-myŏn compared to other regions. It was also common for \textit{yangban} to live in areas with access to suburban arable land, such as Taegu.
Despite the fact that more than 80 years had passed since the war with Japan, traces of hangwae (Japanese defectors, 降倭), who settled during or after the war with Japan were also found in the Taegu household registers. While most individuals and families adopted the “last name, first name and title of clan origin” according to the Chosŏn custom, others were given names that implied their Japanese descent after the Imjin War. A potential reason for this differentiation was the lower social and cultural status of Japanese who were forced to surrender or remain as prisoners of war in Chosŏn territory.

The most famous and socially successful hangwae in Chosŏn was Sayaga. His real name and rank before the surrender are pointed out by many researchers as unclear, but his descendants still recognize him as the first general to lead some 3,000 Japanese troops to surrender to Chosŏn during the Imjin War. He was given a Korean name—Kim Ch’ungsŏn—and a clan origin or pon’gwan: Sasŏng Kimhae, making him a Kimhae Kim. There are debates surrounding his actual Japanese name and place of origin, but he is one of the few examples of Japanese immigrants who left behind their life in Japan. In his later years, Kim Ch’ungsŏn was awarded a new official rank by the government for defeating militant hangwae units during the military coup that broke out in 1624. This new rank allowed his descendants to obtain and preserve their status as local elites in the Taegu area, despite the fact that Kim Ch’ungsŏn was from Japan.

Aside from the Kimhae Kim, the families of An and Hwang in the Taegu household registers are also believed to be Japanese as demonstrated by their job title as recorded in the registers: hangwae poin (Japanese defector’s provisioner, 降倭保人). Of course, the poin, which was one of the occupation titles on the register may not have been directly related to the hangwae, because poin means a person who financially supports those with a particular occupation. However, looking at the differentiation and continuity of households in Ulsan hangwae families, many occupation titles were combined with the word hangwae and they probably show a kinship relationship on the paternal or maternal side with hangwae.

Ulsan: Manchus (Jurchen), Hangwae, and Cheju Islanders
The Ulsan household register of the seventeenth century indirectly conveys the experience of the Imjin War in this area. Only the household register of 1609 remains, compiled ten years after the war ended. This register records 4,104 people living in 1,244 households in nine townships of Ulsan. Herein, we can see entries on Jurchens, Japanese defectors, and Cheju islanders.
There are records of individuals and families with the place of origin given as Taewŏn (大元), which means they were originally from Heilongjiang (黑龍江), meaning the Mongol Empire. The occupational record identifies these families as hyanghwada (向化), which means a naturalized resident. Many Manchurian family names appear in communities on the east coast of the late Chosŏn Dynasty. Ulsan needed a lot of foreign people to recover from the population damage caused by the Imjin War. Foreigners served an economic purpose, because the movement of people and goods was actively carried out along the sea lanes on the east coast of the Korean Peninsula. The Jurchen people, who are often regarded as an equestrian tribe in Manchuria, continued to move by boat along the Tuman (Tumen) River and down the east coast of the peninsula.

After the household register of the seventeenth century, the continued residence of these people and their families is not clear. The reasons for this uncertainty lie in Manchu victories against Chosŏn in 1627 and 1636–37, the construction of the Qing Empire in 1636, and the subsequent demand for repatriation of “Chinese” and Manchurian people, including the Jurchens. In fact, a large number of Manchurian people lived across the border inside Korea before the Japanese and Manchu invasions. Some of them relocated to Korea’s southern coastal areas and mountainous areas during the chaos of the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, Manchurian individuals and their families generally disappeared from the Ulsan records by the late seventeenth century, but certain people still carried signifiers of origin.

The 1609 Ulsan household register also records Japanese who surrendered or who were prisoners of war under the signifier hangwada (defecting Japanese). All the hangwada were given Korean-style last names and first names, and most of them were recorded as family units with Korean wives. Looking at their occupation on the registers, one can see that they were tasked with the duties of lower military officers or lower officials in local military bases. The government provided policy support to encourage marriage with Korean wives to help the hangwada lead stable lives and form families to settle down in the region. Behind this policy, support was a strategy to protect Korea from a possible Japanese reinvasion of Chosŏn by using the military capabilities of the hangwada for defense. There are cases of hangwada families surviving until the nineteenth century.

For example, Sin Shiro (信時老), a hangwada, was recorded as a household head in Pumrŏ-ri, Puk-myŏn, Ulsan, in the 1609 register. According to additional information in this entry, he served under a Chosŏn army command from the fourth lunar month of 1594 in a designated hangwada unit. In 1609, Sin Shiro was 53 years old and married to a 40-year-old Korean commoner whose parents had died during the war when she was a minor living in Chŏlla Province. Sin Shiro’s
real Japanese name is unknown, but it seems that he chose a similar pronunciation when he surrendered to the Chosŏn Dynasty after being captured; his Korean name, Shiro (時老), is very similar to a popular Japanese name, Shirō (四郎), which means “the fourth son in a family.” The register shows that his descendants gradually developed their family names and lineages in the custom of the Chosŏn people and discarded the *hangwae* title. Some even adopted the title *yuhak* (Confucian student without rank or office, 幼學), which indicates that they were minor, local elites in Korean society.

The household registers of Ulsan recorded people in various social strata who came from other areas of Kyŏngsang Province. Among them, Cheju islanders have a unique record. Firstly, they recorded their actual birthplace on their family register. If an individual moved from Chŏlla Province or Kangwŏn Province to Ulsan, this fact was recorded. Secondly, specific occupational titles were assigned to them.

Like *hangwae* and *hyanghwa*, Cheju islanders were given the title *tumoak* (豆毛惡), to symbolize their ancestors. The occupational title *tumoak* refers to Mt. Halla, the highest mountain on Cheju, which can be seen from any location on the island. Those who moved to Ulsan from Cheju Island after the war were relocated by the government to augment the national tax collection system. Cheju residents, who specialized in diving and fishing, seem to have migrated from the central area of the island to the coast in order to revive their economic and social status after the war. The residential distribution of Cheju people and their families border the beaches of Ulsan, which suggests that they had been given work related to fishing and collecting shellfish.

The use of the occupational title *tumoak*, which specifies that the Cheju individual originated from a Cheju Island ancestor, not only indicates that these people specialized in fishing but also that the government needed to clarify their lineage. The government managed people of clear foreign origin, such as *hangwae* and *hyanghwa*, but Cheju’s position was ambiguous. Cheju Island had been a part of Korea’s history since the Koryŏ Dynasty, but islanders had generally ruled the island. From the establishment of the Chosŏn Dynasty, the island was divided into three regions, each of which was subordinate to an administrative unit in Chŏlla Province. Central control of Cheju Island was strengthened only after government officials were dispatched from Seoul to rule. Therefore, individuals and families, who were descendants of *hangwae*, *hyanghwa*, and *tumoak*, initially needed to be classified and recorded in the household register. However, the household registers of the eighteenth century no longer show these signifiers, which causes foreign family names to blend in with the names of ordinary Koreans. The changes were a feature of the eighteenth century, when the Chosŏn government had
recovered from the war and had re-imposed centralization and a Neo-Confucian governing ideology throughout the country. Thus, foreigners who moved to Kyŏngsang Province during the wars with Japan and the Manchus were given records to identify that they were from abroad.

In the household registers of Taegu and Ulsan, we found that the Chosŏn government singled out heterogeneous residents, such as immigrants, by giving them unique occupational records: *hangwae*, *hyanghwa*, *tumoak*. This kind of distinction in the registers is arguably rooted in the Sino-centric view of Confucianism, which was based on a hierarchy of countries and ethnic groups according to their distance from the center of Confucian civilization, that is, from the Chinese emperor. During the Imjin War, Chosŏn accepted numerous Chinese and Japanese soldiers, who settled in Korea. The government called the Japanese *hangwae* (meaning “Japanese defector”), with unique signifier, whereas Chinese settlers were not distinguished from Korean people. Giving the Japanese a particular signifier, while marking a former enemy whose loyalty may be in question, indicates that the classifying system of the occupational record was based on Sino-centrism. However, from the late seventeenth century onwards, such records were deleted or changed in the household registers. Does this indicate a weakening of Sino-centrism or a prioritization of other needs? It seems that the immigrants were easily assimilated into Korean society, because they were required to pay the same taxes as ordinary people, such as military service. Equality of taxation derived from the needs of the public sector fisc and was a more important social and national standard in defining individuals. The resulting effect of assimilation came then from the greater needs of taxation and not from the far less important need to specify ethnic origin or other distinction.

Rural Areas: Tansŏng, San’ŭm, Ich’ŏn, and Haenam

Until the 1970s, most of the Korean Peninsula was rural. Although rural areas had long been marginalized from political power, they were in charge of the production of the most important products: food and people. One of the essential features of pre-modern Korean rural areas was that all residents, elite *yangban* down to unfree *nobi*, lived together in villages without distinguishing different districts for each class. In this section, we describe a situation in which rural elites, special occupation workers, and *nobi* lived together in blended communities.

Tansŏng and San’ŭm were small counties in Kyŏngsang Province, located at the foot of Mount Chiri, the largest mountain in the southern part of the Korean Peninsula. Both small counties had suffered greatly during the Japanese invasions of Korea. Despite being rural, the areas produced examination passers and
bureaucrats continuously, filling both prefectures with a strong class of local elites. The registers of Tansŏng and San’ŭm, the oldest in existence, have drawn the attention of many scholars. Notably, the Tansŏng register was chosen for the first digitization among all the Chosŏn household registers because it was in excellent condition. Overall, the household register of 1606 Tansŏng covered part of the county and recorded 1,610 people in 219 households.

Ich’ŏn county is a typical rural area situated among the mountains. Although the household register of Ich’ŏn county was published in 1687 (almost 90 years after the Imjin War), it is one of the oldest existing registers in Kangwŏn Province. Unlike the southern part of the country, the local elites of Ich’ŏn were not powerful enough to control local society, because central government officials or descendants of influential politicians in this region were rare. Therefore, the majority of the residents were commoners and descendants of elites who had fallen on hard times.

Haenam county, located in the southwestern tip of the Korean Peninsula, was a strategic place for the military. The government utilized Haenam as a place of exile, reflecting its distant geography as the farthest place from the king but still on the peninsular mainland. Famous philosophers, such as Chŏng Yakyong (1762–1836), and the painter Kim Chŏnghŭi (1786–1856), were exiled there. The government also established the Naval Command of Right Chólla Province in Haenam in 1464. The 1639 register of Haenam covered rural areas far away from where the Naval Command was located, and the demographics collected were not much different from other rural areas. Because many influential families founded their farms in Haenam, there were also many nobi there who belonged to powerful masters, and we will mainly focus on them in this section.

**Local Elites**

Kwŏn Che, a government official, lived in Tosaeng-ri at the time of the Tansŏng household register in 1606. The register records that he passed the state civil service examination in twenty-third place out of 34 successful candidates in 1591 and started his career from the sr. ninth rank, the lowest rank within the central government. He returned to his hometown in Tansŏng after one year to organize voluntary patriotic guerilla forces against the invading Japanese. According to his epitaph, he was appointed as the Assistant Section Chief of the Ministry of Works (jr. fifth rank), in 1604, owing to his several victories against the Japanese troops during the war. After serving as the magistrate of Kobu county, he died in 1611.

Even though Kwŏn Che was an elite bureaucrat who passed the civil service examination, according to the Tansŏng register of 1606, he became destitute after
the war. The Tansŏng register recorded that he lived with his wife, “Lady” Yi, and 20 nobi. The register noted that 5 nobi had become captives during the war, and 6 out of his 20 nobi had fled. However, it is also likely that those who were reported as “fled” may in fact have died or disappeared in the chaos during and after the war. As a result, in the 1606 register most of his nobi were those who were too old to flee or to be worth taking prisoner.49

The Tansŏng household register also indicated that an Administrative Assistant to the Government Arsenal, Kwŏn Sein, lived with two sons in Shindŭng-ri, Tansŏng prefecture in 1606. The only historical record of Kwŏn Sein is a report from 1604, which explains that when he was a magistrate, he was reported to the king for fighting with a friend who lived with him, causing the king to eventually discharge him from his official position.50 He was famous not for his career, but because both of his sons passed the civil service examination, a difficult feat especially for people located in rural areas. The first son, Kwŏn Chip, passed the civil service examination in 1612, and the second son, Kwŏn Chun, passed in 1613. From that point forward, the family became notable in their community.

The financial situation of the family, however, was marred by poverty. They are recorded as having only 6 nobi, one of whom had already fled. The family seemed to have spent all their fortune to educate both sons. Fortunately, the investment was successful in this case. The Tansŏng household register of 1678, the next extant register following 1606, recorded the household of Kwŏn Ki, one of Kwŏn Sein’s five grandsons. In 1678, Kwŏn Ki possessed 12 nobi, including 3 nobi who had fled. Thus, it is clear that passing the civil service examination and holding a governmental position helped improve the family’s economic situation.

The San’ŭm household register of 1606 includes another successful candidate of the civil service examination. Pak Munyŏng passed the lower civil service examination in 92nd place out of 100 successful candidates on the 29th day of the tenth lunar month of 1606. It is safe to assume that the household register was published after he passed the civil service examination. At the time of the register, Pak Munyŏng was living with his mother, wife, and six nobi, five of whom were on the run. Although he passed the sokwa or lower civil service examination, it seems that he did not attempt the taekwa or higher civil service examination,51 and the household’s economic situation must have affected the decision. He was enshrined in the local private school after his death by local elites, even though he never held any official position.

There were not many elite families in Ich’ŏn, and their status in their local area was vulnerable. Indeed, there were no successful civil service examination candidates in the Ich’ŏn household register of 1687. In fact, Ich’ŏn failed to produce a single successful candidate for the civil service examination over the
entire Chosŏn Dynasty. This lack of achievement contrasts with the much smaller counties: 40 successful candidates from Tansŏng and eight from San'ŭm.

Yi Yŏwŏn was one of only a handful of government officials included in the Ich’ŏn household register of 1687. Yi was superintendent of a royal tomb, a post of the lowest official rank (jr. ninth rank), and was tasked with guarding and taking care of the tomb of the sixth king, Tanjong, who was dethroned and murdered in 1457 by his uncle, who later became King Sejo. The later kings, who were descendants not of Tanjong but of Sejo, had treated Tanjong as a prince and not a king until 1681. Therefore, Yi Yŏwŏn's post would have been regarded as the least honorable of all the tomb superintendents.

In 1687, the 71-year-old Yi Yŏwŏn must have been busy repairing and managing the royal tomb, which had been abandoned for more than 200 years. He was living in Hasŏ-myŏn, Ijujin-ri with a wife of the same age, one nobi, and a servant who belonged to another person living in Seoul. Although he was one of the few rare bureaucrats in this county, his age, meager salary, and small assets indicate that his life would not have been easy.

The ordinary lives of elite families residing far from the capital and political power tell us that the bureaucracy and hierarchical system of Chosŏn remained important in the household registers even after the invasions. These families preserved their superiority as local leaders by monopolizing governmental posts and the occupational title of “Confucian student” (yuhak), which guaranteed exemption from military service and corveé. There is a mainstream argument that the status system had been weakened by the Japanese invasions, but the cases of Yi Yŏwŏn and others presented here show that the pre-war markers of social status carried over into post-war society.⁵²

Low Born, Nobi

Nobi remained at the bottom of Chosŏn society until the government completely abolished the nobi system in 1894. Nobi belonged to the lowborn class and were usually owned by another person or government office as a source of labor. In this regard, nobi were unfree labor but were different from Anglo-American “slaves,” because they were able to have a family, own property, and pay their owners to gain manumission.⁵³

The ratio of nobi in the population varied depending on region and time. Haenam, in particular, had a significantly high proportion of nobi relative to other regions. In 1639, 64.1 percent of all households in the Haenam register (a part of Haenam county), were nobi households. This rate is much higher than in any other area: only 49.1 percent of households in the 1663 Seoul register, 39.2 percent in
the 1678 Tansŏng register, and 12.2 percent in the 1606 Tansŏng register. Another interesting fact is that 54.8 percent of masters of nobi households in Haenam resided in Seoul and the surrounding Kyŏnggi Province. This phenomenon is unexpected because Haenam is often called “land’s end,” due to its location at the tip of the southernmost part of the Korean Peninsula.

The nobi owners who did live in Haenam were famous and influential people. For example, the owner of the nobi Man’gŭm in Shin-ri in Haenam was Great Prince Insŏng, who was a brother of the 16th king Injo. The nobi Kich’un, who lived in the same village, was owned by Lord Nŭngsŏng (綾城君), Ku Koeng. Ku Koeng’s name is also included in the Seoul household register of 1663 as the grandfather of Ku Hwan’s household in Kajwadong-kye (Seoul). Furthermore, Ku Koeng was a brother-in-law of King Injo, because his younger sister had married the king. The nobi who worked for these men would have sent a certain amount of tribute each year to their owners, who lived extremely far away in the capital.

A final case study further reveals that the nobi system of the Chosŏn dynasty greatly differed from “slavery” as it is commonly understood. In fact, some nobi could possess other nobi. In 1606, a new household head in San’ŭm County, Oigok-ri village, one Myŏngch’un, was recorded as a 30-year-old nobi according to her occupational record. The register also records her owner as Kwi-il and his wife as “woman (召史).” However, Kwi-il reported that he was also a nobi belonging to one Song Chŏng, who lived in another county.

Commoners with Unique Occupations

The household registers recorded the occupations of all males, because the government imposed duties and services on men based on these records, except for nobi, who services belonged to their masters. Most commoners were engaged in agriculture and had their occupation recorded as “soldier” in household registers. Most of these “soldiers” were not real soldiers, but paid military taxes for national defense. However, there were also unique occupations recorded in the household registers, which deserve closer examination.

SULFUR SOLDIERS

The 1678 Tansŏng register shows a new occupation, “sulfur soldier,” that is not seen in the 1606 household register. This occupation denoted artisans and those who were engaged in sulfur-related work. Sulfur was a necessary ingredient to make gunpowder. Beginning in the late fourteenth century, Korea developed gunpowder and weapons to use against Japanese pirates. However, the Chosŏn government needed to import sulfur from Japan and China because sulfur was not produced in the Korean Peninsula before the late seventeenth century. The
lack of sulfur remained a challenge for the Chosŏn government as they hurriedly sought to train arquebus units to defend against the Japanese threat.\textsuperscript{55} Around the 1670s, the government finally found sulfur in Kyŏngsang Province and set up sulfur mines there.\textsuperscript{56} The new households designated “sulfur soldiers” were the result of the new sulfur mines in Tansŏng county. Among 13 “sulfur soldiers” households, eight households were in Kalchŏn-ri, indicating that the sulfur mines were probably built near this village.

The demand for sulfur soon caused trouble in the local area. The area was deforested as supervisors took control of the mountain and used trees as fuel to extract sulfur. The supervisor even plundered the miners by receiving more than the prescribed amount, in order to amass his fortune and purchase government posts. News of this abuse reached the Chief State Councilor, who eventually suggested that the King close the sulfur mines near Mount Chiri in 1687, just twelve years after opening.\textsuperscript{57} In the 1730 Tansŏng register, however, about ten households continued to be listed as “sulfur soldiers,” so it is possible that the mines were still open or were closed after the 1730s.

**ABALONE FISHERMEN**

The Haenam household register in 1639 includes an unusual occupation that is not found in other household registers, aside from the household register of Cheju published in 1810:\textsuperscript{58} “abalone fisherman.” Chŏng Hŭiryang was one such fisherman, as was Naenpok, another household head, and his wife and son. “Abalone fishermen” were engaged in fishing and shell-fishing, however, their most important mission was to catch abalones. Abalone was so precious that counties on the coast had to allocate a certain amount to the king every year. The government also used abalones in diplomatic relations, especially for their relations with the Qing Dynasty, where abalones were hard to find until the Qing occupied the Chinese mainland.\textsuperscript{59} However, it was not easy to obtain abalones, so fishermen would go into the sea and dive for them. The “abalone fishermen” risked various dangers, such as their boats capsizing or going adrift. Their troubles are apparent from the stories of fishermen who went out to sea to find abalones and drifted to Okinawa, which are recorded in the *sillok* for 1716.\textsuperscript{60} As a result, being an “abalone fisherman” was considered a tough and humble occupation. The ancestral records of the two household heads in the register were also fishermen, and the registers also show that their children were also unable to escape from this hard and dangerous duty. Therefore, it is safe to assume that these fishermen in Haenam were given this occupational record, because of their duty to the state.
BUTCHERS
A few occupations were considered to be among the lowest class of society even though these workers were not nobi. Butchers are the best example. The San’ŭm register of 1606 included three butchers: Chinnyŏn and Kalkichi in Pugok-ri and Tongi in Mohosan-ri. Butchers were widely regarded as the lowest social group in the Koryŏ dynasty, because Buddhism banned the killing of all animals. This perception continued well into the Chosŏn dynasty; butchers stayed at the bottom of society until the end of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{61}

MONKS
Due to the low official regard for Buddhism by the Chosŏn court, monks were also at the bottom of society, though they were not nobi. The San’ŭm register of Sudagok-ri for 1606 reported that 31-year-old Sŏ Ch’ungkap took the tonsure and became a monk in 1592. It is unclear why he chose to become a monk at the young age of 17. However, it is highly likely that the Japanese invasion that took place in that very year had a significant impact on his life. Although he left the secular world, his life would be impoverished ever after. That was because the government imposed heavy duties on temples and on monks to control the revival of Buddhism.\textsuperscript{62}

SHAMANS
Another necessary, but socially disregarded existence was that of the shaman. Shamans had long served as priests, doctors, entertainers, and musicians in Korean society for thousands of years.\textsuperscript{63} However, the founders of the Chosŏn dynasty officially classified shamans as nobi, but this distinction was not always followed. Their rituals did not fit the ideology of Confucianism, and they were regarded as “lecherous.” The Tansŏng household register of 1678 included two shamans: Ch’oe Un and his wife Han’gŭm, who lived in Ch’ŏlsu-ri. Unlike other shamans in Korean history, their occupational records show that they were both shamans and commoners. In particular, the register recorded Ch’oe Un as a “shaman-craftsman-commoner (巫工良人).” Such an occupation had never been reported. It is possible that Ch’oe Un was an artisan who produced iron, given the name of the village, “Iron-Water (鐵水里, Ch’ŏlsu-ri),” or perhaps he was a musical instrument-handler like many other men at the time who provided musical accompaniment for shamans.

The above cases have implications for our understanding of household registers and Korean society of the seventeenth century. According to the occupations in the registers, the government allotted occupations to commoners based upon its labor
needs. Sometimes these duties were unpleasant and dangerous, but commoners did not have the freedom to choose their occupations. The various corvée duties featured in the household registers of the seventeenth century indicate that the Chosŏn government did not loosen social control in the wake of the Japanese and Manchu invasions. The registers also show that the population in various social classes from royal family members down to nobi and commoners all resided in mixed villages, rather than living in areas divided by status. The fact that elites were able to safely reside in the same neighborhoods as the lower classes, despite not sharing the same corvée labor obligations, indicates that the Confucian civil elite maintained their control of the villages without conflict until the end of the dynasty. Arguably, this was because the authority of the local elite was based in part on the fact that they had led patriotic militia activities against the Japanese and Manchu invasions.\textsuperscript{64} Thus, the invasions had the side effect of strengthening the Confucian social order.

Conclusion

This study has identified people of various classes and occupations, recorded in household registers of seventeenth-century Korea, which are now more easily available to scholars. These case studies from the period after the Japanese and Manchu invasions show a social hierarchy that survived the Japanese and Manchu invasions, a social hierarchy in which Confucian, Sino-centric elements were strong. We have seen how elites maintained their social status by maintaining their corvée exempt status while continuing to live in the villages and rely on their authority gained as leaders of the anti-Japanese resistance.\textsuperscript{65} The government likewise strengthened its social control by clarifying the status of heterogeneous residents such as hangwae and allotting corvée duties to commoners. The classification of immigrants from outside of the Korean peninsula was ultimately Sino-centric in origin. Even nearly 100 years after the Imjin War, the government distinguished the Japanese and Jurchens from Chosŏn natives and Chinese immigrants. The title hyanghwa (向化, naturalized resident), in the household register, literally meaning “people who defected for civilization,” tells us that they were regarded as the beneficiaries of the edification and civilization that resulted from the rule of the Confucian king of Chosŏn.

The seventeenth-century registers remain so few that scholars have paid minimal attention to them. However, the household registers of Korea are some of the most potent sources of historical and demographic information, because they show the lives and family backgrounds of households from the top to the bottom of society, a rare characteristic among pre-modern population registers
worldwide. Newly digitized Korean household registers will no doubt continue to provide further material for understanding seventeenth-century Korean society in the future.
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